
  

Customization of search and advance search fields.

This tutorial will help you understanding, how to customize (add, edit and remove) search fields

according to you requirements. We have used property modules as example but this process can

be applied to any other modules such as Flight, hotel, vacation rentals, tours or autos etc. There

are two step of customizing the search form. There are:

Step 01 - Customizing the fields of a search form.

Step 02 - Mapping search fields with application’s module.

Step 01 - Customizing the Search Form:

By default there are two types of search forms. One is general / basic search form and other is

advance search form with more fields followed by extended search criteria. Please find the

sample image shown below: 

  

Basic Search

  

Advance Search 

  ** Click on the above images for greater representation. **  

 

As you know, all of our designs are build by combination of various blocks and all blocks files are

located at /application/layouts/scripts/$TemplatePath/blocks/. Therefore the search form is also a

phtml based block file residing under block directory. For example our property search blocks

are located at

/application/layouts/scripts/$TemplatePath/blocks/property_home_banner_search.phtml by

default. You can open the .phtml file with any of your preferred editor (e.g Dreamweaver ,

FrontPage etc) and select a field to modify. The following image illustrates in greater view. 

 

  

Editing with html editor

  

Go to Source for code view 
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  ** Click on the above images for greater representation. **  

As shown in source code view, all field’s name are followed by SQL suffix. This is one of the

MOST IMPORTANT aspects that indicates what type of sql query to run in order fetch desired

data. We have summarized the SQL suffixes for your clear understanding as follows: 

  

Text Search Query:

 

  The Sign “_LIKE” must be appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name)

to run LIKE SQL query. This keyword (_LIKE) is handy when you search a text

date which matched with input field’s data.

 

  

Both Number and Text Query:

The Sign “_=” must be appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run

equals SQL query. This keyword (_=) is handy when you want to fetch text or

number which is equals to given input field’s data.

 

  

Number Query:

 

The Sign “_<” must be appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run

smaller then SQL query. This keyword (_<) is handy when you want to fetch all

numbers which is lower / smaller than given number.

The Sign “_>” must be appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run
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grater then SQL query. This keyword (_>) is handy when you want to fetch all

numbers which is higher / grater than given number.

The Sign “_<=” means Maximum number value. The Sign “_<=” must be

appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run smaller then or equals

SQL query. This keyword (_<=) is handy when you want to fetch all numbers

which is lower or equals than given number.

The Sign “_<=” means minimum number value. The Sign “_>=” must be

appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run grater then or equals

SQL query. This keyword (_>=) is handy when you want to fetch all numbers

which is higher or equals than given number.  

 

  

Date Query:

  The Sign “_<” is to represent before given data. The Sign “_<” must be

appended as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run before date SQL

query. This keyword (_<) is handy when you want you want to fetch all result

which is before than given date. 

The Sign “_>”is to represent after given date. The Sign “_>=” must be appended

as suffix (The ending part of a field name) to run grater then or equals SQL query.

This keyword (_>=) is handy when you want to fetch all result which is after than

given date.

For more clear visualization, please click on the below images for better Illustration. 

 

  

 Some Samples of SQL Suffix
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** Click on the above images for greater representation. **
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The “fields ” are one of the most important aspects of a search form which plays key role

fetching searched data. You MUST NOT define, add or remove “field(s)” erratically because

field[s] has it’s own convention and maintains many references throughout the application

including database. All fields of a form are predefined and field's attributes are encapsulated at

application/modules/$ModuleName/forms/ source/en_US.ProductForm.ini or $any_other_

form.ini. Therefore, DO NOT add or edit existing “field’s name” upon your choices that may

crush the entire application down. You can remove any fields or add new fields to the search

form as you wish. For adding new field, please follow / use the “field’s name” that are predefined

at application/modules/$ModuleName/forms/ source/ en_US.ProductForm.ini or

$any_of_your_form.ini or $any_of_your_form.ini followed by SQL prefix explain above. You will

find all attributes sets, validations, label’s name, attributes and other information encapsulated

under this ini file. Click here to know how to manage a form through ini files.

Step 02 - Mapping search fields with Application’s

Module :

This is the second steps to join your customized search field with application. This step is

important because following reasons:

Adding New Fields: Program needs to know that, a new field is added which must be

included in SQL query.

Editing Fields: When a field is edited, program needs to know the medication to run

correct query according to search pattern 

Editing SQL suffix :  When a SQL query suffix has changed, program must match with

field suffix to fetch correct information

Removing a Field:  When a field is removed, program must drop this field from its

search pattern. 

Matching Data Types: Sql syntax changes based on Data types. If you change search

Data types such as, text to date or number to text etc, the sql Data types must be mapped

correctly. You have to indicate and synchronize correct data-type according to field that

sets in search form.

Search Pattern: When a field of a search form pattern is changed, the program must

know and set the sql pattern accordingly in order to fetch desired result. 

 Many more…

 

Since all searches belong to Modules, we must log on to corresponding module’s group setting

for mapping. Let’s assume that, we are going to map search setting of Property modules (for

your case module can be different), see the following image illustrates where to find

corresponding module’s group search settings for mapping. 

 

  

Step 01 - Selecting Group of a Module

  

Step 02 – Click on Search setting for

mapping
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 ** Click on the above images for greater representation. ** 

The following mapping interface will be displayed to configure your search fields according to

the form we setup at step one. SQL uses many different data types, broken into three categories:

numeric, date and time, and string types. 

Numeric Data Types:

SQL uses all the standard ANSI SQL numeric data types, so if you're coming to MySQL from a

different database system, these definitions will look familiar to you. The following list shows the

common numeric data types and their descriptions.

INT 

TINYINT 

SMALLINT 

MEDIUMINT 

BIGINT 

FLOAT(M,D)

DOUBLE(M,D)

DECIMAL(M,D)

Date and Time Types:

The SQL date and time datatypes are:

DATE 

DATETIME 

TIMESTAMP 

TIME 

YEAR(M)

 

String  or Text Types:
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CHAR(M) 

VARCHAR(M) 

BLOB or TEXT 

TINYBLOB or TINYTEXT 

MEDIUMBLOB or MEDIUMTEXT 

LONGBLOB or LONGTEXT

ENUM

Find the below images, showing how can we indicate a field according to search form based on

SQL data types.
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